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Abstract—Signal detection is of interest in spectrum awareness
that is useful for future cognitive military radios for their
spectrum usage decisions. Detection is often based on energy
on a narrow bandwidth or frequency bin. For wideband signals
covering several frequency bins a spectrum matching detector
has been proved to be more sensitive. This requires correlation
with several a priori known candidate spectra making it more
complicated than the single bin detector. Herein, a simplified
version of spectrum matching detector using a rectangular
reference spectrum is investigated. It is shown that the proposed
simplified version outperforms the single bin version. It can
detect wideband signals even below noise level. Furthermore, it
was observed that there are several issues that should be solved
before the detector could be used in practice. One is that many
rectangular window sizes can detect the same signal and, as a
consequence, one should find a method to decide which one is
the correct one.
Index Terms—signal detection, windowing, overlapping

I. I NTRODUCTION
Situation awareness is a key tool for success in military
world. Future military cognitive radio systems could benefit
of spectrum situational awareness. since they can adapt their
signal and spectrum usage based on spectrum information. A
base line spectrum information could be that there are signals
present at these frequencies but better yet, there should be
some indications what signals they are since then reactions
could be better designed.
Spectrum analyzers, frequently used for detecting signals,
calculate signal energy in a rather narrow (but adjustable)
frequency band. When these outputs are put side-by-side,
the spectrum of the total analyzed bandwidth can be shown.
Detection is based on a detection threshold and if the energy
in a narrow frequency band (called frequency bin or bin
hereafter) exceeds the threshold it is declared that there was a
signal present at that bin. However, this does not tell anything
about the bandwidth of the signal that can be used for signal
characterization.
An attempt to estimate the bandwidth was made in [1]
and [2]. Therein, a method that analyzes how many adjacent
bins contain a signal can be found. Furthermore, it can detect
if there are multiple signals even close by. The method is
called the localization algorithm based on double-thresholding
(LAD) method. It is based on a constant false alarm (CFAR)

technique called forward consecutive mean excision (FCME)
[3] [4] that sets the detection threshold without a priori
information about the noise level. However, the detection in
the LAD method is based on an energy in a single bin that is
not necessarily optimal if the signal bandwidth is larger than
that.
A better approach is to utilize known signal spectra in
detection. Herein, a priori known signal spectrum is used to
correlate the calculated spectrum to find a signal with that
bandwidth. This technique is called the spectrum matching
detection technique. This techniques was applied probably first
applied in material science [5] and then later in signal detection
[6], [7] and [8]. This method requires correlation with respect
all (or desired) a priori known spectra. An example of this
is described in [9], which describes a product unfortunately
(but understandable) without technical details of the method
itself. This multicorrelation property means that the method
may become rather complicated. In addition, it is not clear how
well similar (in bandwidth but not spectrum) signals could be
separated by this technique.
An attempt to simplify the spectrum matching technique
is proposed here. Multiple rectangular spectrum shapes are
used instead of specially matched spectra. The rectangular
window bandwidths are based on a priori information about
possible signals. Furthermore, the use of FCME technique to
set the detection threshold with the proposed spectrum window
method is considered. The proposed method’s performance
is compared to that of the LAD method that could be seen
as a benchmark in the class of single bin based detection
techniques. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
next sections briefly describe the proposed method and the
reference method. Thereafter, the signal detection threshold
setting is discussed followed by numerical results. Finally,
conclusions and future ideas around the proposed spectrum
window based signal detection are provided.
II. W INDOW BASED S PECTRUM M ATCHING M ETHOD
In the original spectrum matching method the observed
spectrum S(f ) is correlated by candidate spectra Ci (f ). The
decision statistics are the outputs of these corrections. Herein,
the candidate spectra are rectangular windows. This means
that correlation operation reduces to pure (energy) addition

Fig. 1. An illustration of dividing the spectrum in to blocks (50 % overlap
example).

operation that simplifies the process somewhat and the decision statistics are the added energy inside a window. It is
possible to use the sliding window approach for calculating
the correlation. However, it is not clear how much difference
there would be in decision statistics if the window contents
differ only by one frequency bin. Therefore, the overlapping
windows approach, where the overlap could be defined, might
be a better solution.
There are N frequency bins Yi computed by some spectrum
(power spectral density) estimation method. The bins are
divided into L overlapping blocks Yi (l) ∈ {Zl } with length
M . Overlap could vary from zero (no overlap) to M − 1
(sliding window). This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The decision variables are the total energy of El of each
block, i.e., the sum of elements in the block. The energies
are compared to a detection threshold Th and if the energy
exceeds the threshold it is declared that a signal (with this
particular bandwidth) is present and otherwise, a signal is not
present. In other worlds, the decision rule could be written as
X
El =
Yi (l) > Th .
(1)
i

Ideally, the threshold is based on noise only samples.
However, their availability in the group of received samples
cannot be guaranteed (known). Therefore, CFAR methods
where noise only samples are searched have been proposed.
The mentioned FMCE method is such a method and threshold
setting with it will be discussed in the next section. In order to
use that here just replace Yi by Zi . This is called the (FCME)
enhanced window based method. The ”original” one uses all
the samples Zi (their sum indeed) to set the threshold, that
works fine if other blocks are without signal.
Another problem so far not discussed in the literature around
the spectrum matching method is that different spectra (or
windows) may cause threshold crossing for the same signal.
Ideally, the correct (or best matching) spectrum would provide
the highest total score (or metric) but in noisy environment this
is not sure. And wider candidate spectrum also cumulate noise
energy that still reduces separation capability.
The reason why spectral matching is so interesting could be
explained by a simple example. Assume that signal bandwidth
is one hundred bins and that it is tried to be detected by one,
four, ten and hundred bins detector. The results are shown in
Fig. 2. It is very clear that the optimum window is much more
sensitive than the ubiquitous single bin detector. Furthermore,
even non-optimal four and ten bin detectors are better (more
sensitive) than the single bin detector. Naturally, this example

Fig. 2. Comparison of one, four, ten and hundred bin detector for detecting
a signal whose bandwidth is one hundred bins and spectrum rectangular.

is oversimplified in the sense that all bins have equal signal
energy, which is rarely true in practice, and the threshold
is ideally set (base on false alarm rate 10−3 ). But, still the
results show the potential of the spectrum matching method
though it makes the detector more complicated. The results
are obtained by knowing that in white Gaussian noise bins
follow chi-square distribution with 2M degrees-of-freedom.
III. T HE LAD M ETHOD
First, the threshold setting principle behind the LAD method
is discussed. Variables Yi are arranged in an ascending order
according their energy and x% of the smallest samples form
an initial set Q. The FCME threshold is [3]
Q

1 X
Th = γ
Yi ,
Q i=1

(2)

where γ is based on the desired false alarm rate to be described
shortly. The part after γ is the estimate of the average noise
power. The samples below the threshold are added to the set Q,
and this iterative process continues until there are no samples
below the threshold.
The LAD method [1], [2] uses two of these thresholds, the
upper and lower one. The LAD method uses clustering to
group adjacent samples assumed to be from the same signal.
The LAD method clusters together adjacent samples above the
lower threshold. The cluster is accepted to be caused from a
signal if at least one of the samples is also above the upper
threshold. The performance of the LAD method is improved
using an ACC parameter that allows p samples to be below
the lower threshold between two accepted clusters [2].
In Fig. 3, there is one snapshot when there is one signal
with 10% bandwidth (of the total bandwidth). In this case, the
LAD method separates the signal and finds 3 signals, as the
window based method finds one signal. The enhanced window
based method finds two signals, at which one is right and one
(very narrow) is a falsely detected signal.

Fig. 3. One snapshot about one simulated signal with 10% bandwidth.
Detected signals using the LAD method, window based method and enhanced
window based method.

Threshold Setting
Setting of γ is based on the desired false alarm rate. If the
noise is assumed to be a white Gaussian process, noise only
samples Zl follow the central chi-squared distribution with
2M degrees of freedom [10]. As a consequence, the threshold
parameter γ is found by solving
PF A = e−γM

M
−1
X
k=0

1
(γM )k ,
k!

(3)

where PF A is a desired false alarm rate.
When M = 1, variables follow central chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom, and (3) comes
γ = − ln PF A .

(4)

Some threshold parameter values γ at different values of
PF A and M are presented at Table I.
TABLE I
T HRESHOLD PARAMETER VALUES γ AT DIFFERENT VALUES OF FALSE
ALARM RATE PF A AND M .
PF A
0.01
0.001
0.0001

M =1
2.303
4.605
6.908

M =4
1.670
2.511
3.266

M = 10
1.512
1.878
2.266

M = 100
1.130
1.247
1.338

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In the simulations, the window based method and the
enhanced window based method were studied and compared
with the LAD method. An adjacent version of the LAD method
with ACC parameter p = 3 was used and the LAD threshold
parameters were 13.81 and 2.66, which are typical selections
[2]. There is a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signal with
random data buried in complex white Gaussian noise. The
signal bandwidth is either 5 % or 10 % of the total bandwidth
and the signal is bandlimited by a root raised cosine filter with

Fig. 4. Probability of detection vs. SNR. The signal bandwidth is 10% (= 102
samples).

a roll-of factor of 0.22. The number of samples was N = 1024,
the length of the detection window (M ) varied and 50 %
overlap was used. The both window based method used false
alarm rate 0.01 unless otherwise stated. The probability of
detection was defined so that the signal is detected if its correct
center frequency is detected. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
defined as total signal power per total noise power (i.e., over
1024 samples). One thousand Monte Carlo iterations were
performed. In addition to the probability of detection also the
number of detected signals was considered. Especially, this
may occur if the window is smaller than the signal bandwidth.
First, the bandwidth of the signal is 10% or approximately
102 samples. The used window sizes are one (LAD), ten and
102. The detection probability and the number of detected
signals are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. It can be seen
that the correct window size is most sensitive, as expected.
The shorter window is also more sensitive than the LAD,
as expected. Both the LAD and ten bin window tend to
overestimate the number of signals when SNR is close to their
sensitivity limit, but do better (correctly)when SNR is larger
than than. The correct window size gives correct estimate for
the number of signals most of the time if it can detect it; it
does not overestimate most of the time.
In the second and final case the bandwidth of the signal is
5%, i.e., 51 samples. The window sizes are now one (LAD),
four, ten, 52 and 102 meaning that there are both too short
and too long windows. The results are shown in Figs. 6 and
7. It can be seen that all windows are more sensitive than the
LAD method. The best performance is returned by the correct
window (52) and the largest window (102), whose detection
performance are almost the same. This despite the fact that
the largest window 50 % noise-only samples. Here it can
be observed very clearly that several windows can detect the
same signal and at the end one has to decide what was correct
one. Yes, some windows are more sensitive than others for a
particular signal but if SNR is at the correct region this could
occur. Conclusions about the number of signals estimation

Fig. 5. The number of detected signals vs. SNR. The signal bandwidth is
10% (= 102 samples).

Fig. 7. Number of detected signals vs. SNR. Bandwidth of the signal is 5%
(=51 samples).

V. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 6. Probability of detection vs. SNR. Bandwidth of the signal is 5% (=51
samples).

remains the same except that too large window (102) can also
return the correct number of signals most of the time.
It can be concluded that both the window based method
outperformed the LAD method and gave a good detection
performance even at low SNR values. The enhanced window based detection method gave slightly better detection
performance than the window based method but difference
was not large. In addition, it was observed that the length of
the detection window does not need to match the bandwidth of
the detected signal such that the window method is better than
the single bin method. Indeed, the window could be shorter
or longer (in bandwidth).
When the window equals to that of the signal bandwidth or
was larger, the window method found one signal. However,
when the window was smaller than the signal bandwidth the
methods found too many signals at low SNR values that are
close to the sensitivity limits.

A spectrum matching based rectangular window based
signal detection method was proposed. Its detection threshold
setting was discussed and the FCME based approach was
proposed. It was shown that the window based detection is
much more sensitive for wideband signals whose bandwidth
is covering more than one frequency band than single bin
detectors, of which the LAD method was used here as a
benchmark. However, it was observed that there are still many
open issues that should be addressed in further studies.
Herein, the FCME principle was directly applied for threshold setting based on the desired false alarm rate related to the
window size but not the total sample size. It is a working
approach but is was not checked if its false alarm rate equals
the desired one (over all samples). Therefore, the threshold
setting should be considered once more by calculating the
false alarm probability that depends on the total number of
samples.
Then there are a bunch of problems related or depending
each other. One question is what is optimal overlap versus
complexity and sensitivity? Another question is how many
different window lengths are needed again versus complexity
and performance? Maybe one could use short (one bin),
middle and large sized windows for initial detection and then
do more percise analysis for found signals.
In addition, what is the performance difference between
rectangular and true spectrum matching; is there significant
difference? If the difference in recognizing what was the
correct signal/bandwidth is not significant one should use the
simplest form.
Furthermore, since many windows can detect the same
signal a question is how to select which window is the
correct one? How well the used metric works (i.e., energy)
performs in this separation or are other metrics needed for
this process? Finally, how the previous can be utilized to avoid
false detection by too short windows? What matters at the end
(as an output of the decision process) is how many and what

kind of signals were detected, not the intermediate analysis
with several windows/spectrum shapes.
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